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Introduction  
 

'A simple cup of tea is far from a simple matter' 

Mary Lou Heiss, 

The Story of Tea: A cultural History and Drinking Guide, 2007 

 

Each day, millions of cups of tea are drunk in Britain.  However, tea itself is not 

grown here – it has to be imported from countries where the climate suits the 

tea plants.  Although as popular as today, in the 19th century tea arrived in 

Britain after a much more dangerous journey. 

 

The exhibition A Tale of Tea Cities explores how tea became so popular in 

Britain and also how it was made in its home country.  We take a look at how 

the Chinese tea trade connected cities around the world and gave rise to 

fierce tea races, fought out in specially designed clipper ships.  When tea 

was imported, ideas about Chinese culture were imported too so this is also a 

story of international art and design. 

 

Anstruther and Cellardyke have a special connection to this story as two 

Captains involved in the Great Tea Race of 1866 were born here.  Later 

fishermen and women from Fife relied on tea – by now Britain’s favourite drink 

– to keep them refreshed during long working hours. 

 

In this year’s Art Competition, schools are invited to explore the idea of how 

travel, trade, objects and ideas link us to other parts of the world in an 

international network.   We hope that you will be inspired by these aspects of 

our collections and that you’ll create diverse and original artworks in 

response.  
 

 

This can be done by visiting the museum, including the exhibition A Tale of 

Tea Cities, or by using the information and images in this document in the 

classroom.  
 

The Scottish Fisheries Museum owns the copyright for all images except when 

stated.  
 

 

This pack is split into the following parts: 
 

Page 3: China – the home of tea 

Page 6: Across the Oceans  

Page 9: Tea things 
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China – The Home of Tea 
 

Tea was a unique part of Chinese culture long before the drink became 

known in Europe.  Popular legends date the custom of tea drinking in China 

to the third millennium BCE.  By the 17th century, when Britain started to take 

an interest in the tea industry, tea production had long been perfected in its 

home country. 

 

 

The Fine Art of Making Tea 

 

A low bush with fragrant, creamy-white flowers, the tea plant grows best in a 

warm and humid climate. As a result, most tea plantations that exported tea 

in the 19th century were found in the mountain areas of south-west China, or 

on the side of hills and mountains in the northern districts.   

 

Both green and black teas grow from the leaves of the same bush, ‘Camellia 

sinensis’.  Whether the leaves end up green or black depends on how they 

are processed: black tea is fermented, green tea is not.  The differences in 

colour and taste come from their preparation after picking. 

 

 
 

 

Once picked, the tea leaves were placed in shallow iron bowls held over fires 

and stirred in pans until dry.  After the first roasting, the leaves were separated 

and spread out to release steam, and then the entire process was repeated.  

Different processes of preparing and manufacturing tea leaves produced 

unique types of tea in a multitude of colours and flavours.  
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Fine Tea for Making Art 

 

Did you know that you can use tea for making artworks?  Why not experiment 

with different teas (include fruit or herbal teas for a wider range of colours 

and scents) to paint or dye paper or fabric? 

 

   
 

Painting with teabags 

Teabags can be used to paint directly onto watercolour paper – spray or wet 

the bag and use it to print, drip or draw colour to create your designs. 

 

Painting with brewed tea 

Prepare by making tea of various strengths and/or colours and spooning the 

cooled liquid into a palette.  Use as watercolour paint. 

Collage with tea leaves 

Tea comes in a range of colours from green to dark black (add fruit and 

herbal tea to expand the range).  Standard teabags will yield a fine powder, 

while more specialised bags or loose tea can contain pellets, curls, leaves, 

petals and stalks.   
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Across the Oceans 
 
 

How did the tea get from China to Britain?  This specialised trade called for 

specialised ships and canny captains who used charts and instruments to 

navigate their way across the world’s oceans.   

 

 

The great tea races of the 19th Century 

Following the 1842 Treaty of Nanking, China ceded Hong Kong to Britain and 

opened five more harbours for trade.  The highly competitive, international 

tea trade of the 19th century was born, and with it, the Era of Clipper Ships. 

 

The free trade in tea quickly developed, from 33 million pounds of tea 

imported in 1834, to 50 million pounds by 1850.  The growing competition 

meant that speed of delivery became essential for the ships carrying their 

cargo home from China.  Not only did the first cargo of the “New Season’s 

Tea” fetch the highest price, but tea merchants offered a £1 premium per ton 

of tea to the fastest ship to reach the London harbour, which added an extra 

incentive.  As a result, the tea races from China to London were born. 

 

 

The Great Tea Race of 1866 

In 1866, 16 clipper ships 

assembled at Pagoda 

Anchorage, Foo Chow, on 

the Min River.   The Fiery 

Cross departed on the on 

the 29th of May.  Ariel 

departed the next morning, 

followed by the Serica and 

Taeping.  Taitsing sailed on 

the 31st.  A two-month 

voyage awaited before 

reaching the English 

Channel.  Incredibly, two 

ships arrived within minutes 

of each other. 

 

Around 1.30 am, on Wednesday September 5th, Ariel sighted Cornwall.  The 

Dundee Advertiser and the People’s Journal stated on the 15th of September 

that at 8.00 am, Ariel and Taeping met at the entry of the English Channel 

and sailed neck-and-neck “under every stitch of canvas that could be set”… 

“dashing up the Channel side by side in splendid style, sometimes almost on 

their beam-ends”. 
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This epic race continued until 8.00 am the next morning in the Downs, when 

the two ships shortened sail so that tugs could tow them up the river Thames.  

At 9.45 pm on Thursday 6th September, Taeping docked first in the London 

Docks; Ariel docked at 10.15 pm in the East India Docks, and at 11.30 pm, 

Serica docked third in the West India Docks. 

 

Two Clipper Captains from Fife 

 

Captain Alexander Rodger 

Alexander Rodger was born at 26 Shore Street, 

Cellardyke, in 1801.  At the age of 22, he was already 

commander of a brig, a small sailing vessel.  The first 

captain to sail from Glasgow to Australia, Alexander 

Rodger discovered a reef in the Indian Ocean, now 

known as Rodger’s Rock.  He returned to Australia during 

the 1850s Gold Rush, alongside 16 fishermen from 

Anstruther, 5 of which were his nephews. 

 

He returned home a wealthy man, and invested in tea 

clippers.  He owned several, such as the Ellen Rodger, 

named after his wife, the Lahloo, and most famously the 

Taeping, which won the 1866 Great Tea Race under the 

captaincy of Donald MacKinnon. 

 

 

John Melville Keay  

John Melville Keay was born in East Green, Anstruther, in 

1828.  Initially, Keay was the sailing master on the Ellen 

Rodger. However, in 1860, Rodger and Keay disagreed 

over the captaincy of the Min, and as a result, Keay left 

Rodger’s employment. 

 

In 1865, John Keay became the captain of the Ariel.  A 

year later he proved his abilities by coming second to 

the Taeping in the Great Tea Race.  While Keay did not 

win the glory for the 1866 Tea Race, he subsequently 

made a name for himself by managing to break the 

record for travelling between London and Hong Kong, 

a journey which he completed in 83 days, while battling 

monsoon winds. 
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Travel and Navigation… 
 

Perhaps these epic voyages will inspire your own travels – can you create a 

map of your route?  If a place in the world were named after you, what 

would it be?  How would you get there – perhaps you are inspired to invent a 

vehicle or navigational instrument?  Draw or make a model of your design. 

 

 
 

Clipper ships Ariel and Taeping 

Captain Rodger’s octant and telescope 

Chart of the English Channel 

Tea chest [St Andrews Preservation Trust Museum] 
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Tea Things 
 

 

Tea first arrived in Britain in the 17th century and was 

considered an exotic delicacy.  It was very expensive and 

was stored in special, decorated caddies.  By the end of 

the 18th century, increased imports led to a steady 

lowering of prices, which made tea more widely available.  

However, the drink’s Chinese origins were reflected in the 

designs of teapots and tea sets which strongly featured 

Oriental themes. 

 

By the mid-19th century, tea was consumed in almost every household and 

was now a drink that could be enjoyed by all throughout the day.  Among 

the working-class tea replaced beer and ale as a breakfast and as an after 

dinner drink.  Tea-breaks were now a regular part of the working day. Some 

employers had tea readily available for their workers.  Within fishing 

communities, tea was drunk on board boats and on shore, both to keep the 

men and women refreshed, and as a social occasion. 

 

 

Herring Lasses 

Young women would travel to Lerwick and Yarmouth, to follow the herring 

trade. The so-called Herring Lasses gutted and salted fish by the harbour, in all 

weather conditions. Their morning cup of tea provided some sustenance in 

these harsh and long working days.  Packing their kists, or chests, for their 

eight to ten week stay away from home, they always thought to include 

“extra cups and saucers... for entertaining the menfolk to tea when they 

came ashore.” 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Although the work was hard, it was a chance to get away from home, to see 

foreign cities, and of course, to buy local wares to take home as souvenirs.  In 

many cases they decided to bring back new tea sets, often inscribed with 

the place they had been to: a visible reminder of their travels and the 

importance of a nice cup of tea in their lives. 
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More Examples of Decoration… 
 

Do you have any souvenirs from foreign countries – what is it about their 

design that is unique to that place?  Perhaps you have seen objects or items 

decorated to look “exotic” – you could think about the shapes, colours and 

patterns and use them to decorate your own paper plate.  Or create a 

design with Chinese themes like 19th century tea traders did. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 


